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        Titanium™ 

Achieving proficiency in the new speaking and 
listening standards depends on this type of high-
performing audio technology. The Titanium 
headsets feature multiple breakthroughs in 
safety, performance, comfort and durability 
including the highest level of 
ambient noise-reduction 
available for today’s students. 

Built-in volume restrictions, according 
to the ASHA-recommended 85dB, ensure 
that student hearing is protected. Replaceable 
cords extend the lifecycle of the headsets. Some 
are even 100% washable (without the cords) in soap 
and water. Choose between single To Go™, dual 
3.5mm or USB plugs

Not Washable
85dB on earcups,

rechargeable battery 

Dual 3.5mm

in-line 
volume control

85dB maximum 
volume

HPK-1530
With Guaranteed 

for Life cord
$96.50

HPK-1030
Standard cord

$83

Washable
No controls on 

the earcups

USB

85dB & in-line 
volume controls, 
mic on/off /mute

HPK-1510
Guaranteed 

for Life with USB
$108

HPK-1010
Standard cord 

with USB
$96.50

HPK-1010T
Standard cord 
with To Go™ 
3.5mm plug

$93

DS-8V
shown

Speaking, Listening, Personalized Learning.

Titanium  Features

Go online to see 
more Titanium headsets

        Discovery™ 

The primary reason schools choose Califone is 
that they depend on the speech intelligibility of 
our headsets for their students to achieve academic 
success. Engineered for heavy use, these 
professional-grade headsets are designed for 
all educational settings, making them ideal for 
language acquisition and STEM activities. They 
are also appropriate for the secure online 
testing requirements of the Common Core 
required for the next school year in 2014-2015.

The noise-cancelling microphone on the Discovery 
is designed for voice recognition software and is 
why the Discovery headset is so widely used for both 
language activities and game-based learning. Deep 
ear cups and the headband’s flexible comfort sling keep 
students on task longer for a more robust learning 
experience. Changing the cord allows the same headset 
to be used with either monaural or stereo applications.

DS-4V 3.5mm stereo headphone 
plug, 3.5mm mono dynamic mic 
plug, replaceable 6’ cord, flexible 
boom arm $90
DS-8V 3.5mm stereo headphone 
plug, electret mic, 3.5mm stereo 
mic plug, replaceable 6’ cord, 
rigid boom arm $90
DS-8VT with single 3.5 mm 
stereo To Go™ plug, rigid 
boom arm plug $90 
DS8V-10L Ten-pack of DS-8V 
without case $855
DS-9V 3.5mm mono headphone 
plug, electret mic, 3.5mm mono mic 
plug, replaceable 6’ cord, rigid boom 
arm $90

Replacement 
cords available 

online

Washable
No controls on 

the earcups

Dual 3.5mm

in-line 
volume control

HPK-1550
Guaranteed 
for Life cord

$65

HPK-1050
Standard cord

$53

Titanium
Series

overview

Learn 
about the
Discovery


